Novatee Synthetic Turf Installed In Minnesota

The Minnesota golfer fights winterbound cabin fever by "snowbirding" to Florida or tracking the tour on TV over ever-lush courses in places like Honolulu.

Here in Frostbite Falls, even on the first day of spring, huge rafts of gray snow can lay anchor on our fairways, tees and driving ranges. Waiting for them to melt away is about as productive as watching paint dry. With luck, our courses open in late April or early May, after the paint has dried and a lot of revenue has flown off to the Sunbelt.

But not at Wedgewood or Cuyuna Country Clubs; their driving range tees will be green, dry and crowded with golfers up to three weeks earlier than those at neighboring clubs. Their secret: a high tech carpet of synthetic turf called Novatee that plays exactly like real grass, requires little maintenance and lasts from eight to 12 years.

Novatee's lush 2½" layer of grass is top dressed on site with a non-compactable, quick-draining mixture of sand and rubber granules. The patented system keeps the blades standing up, allowing golfers to tee up with woods or hit down on the ball with irons — as on real grass.

Cuyuna Country Club manager Dale Lundgren heard about Novatee from Club President Danno Mahoney who had played off it at one of the Ruttgers Bay Lake Lodge courses east of Brainerd. Mahoney suggested that Lundgren test it out for himself.

"We were building a new driving range," Lundgren explains, "and were anxious to get our golfers swinging away before the natural tee boxes were ready and to provide them with a longer season."

While hitting ball after ball from Ruttgers' Novatee installation at the 18th tee of its championship Lake Course, Lundgren became a fan. "Novatee was very forgiving on my clubs. It looked and felt like real grass and let me use real tees."

Cuyuna's new driving range, which was installed last November, sports a two-tiered tee. One is natural grass and the other is a 160 by 10 foot tier of Novatee. Lundgren said that the Deerwood, Minnesota range will open sooner and close later than other north country ranges. With Novatee, Cuyuna golfers will also be able to tee up minutes after the heaviest rain and anytime that the natural grass tee boxes are roped off for repair.

Rutggers' Novatee installation was recommended by links designer Joel Goldstrand to comply with DNR regulations. The tee boxes of its par-3, 18th hole on the Lake Course were placed right on water's edge. Because of the environmental concerns and the tight space, a 10 by 30 foot Novatee box was constructed.

Rutggers Director of Golf Operations, Perry Platisha, says that Novatee has worked wonderfully. "We get more golfers on a smaller tee box with no wear and tear," added Platisha. "We'll be converting another 18th tee box to Novatee and putting in a 100 foot long swath of it at our practice range this coming season."

Wedgewood Country Club in the St. Paul suburb of Oakdale installed a 15 by 150 foot strip of Novatee on its driving range four years ago.

"We use it primarily as a starter tee in early spring," said Course Manager Jerry Webb, "when members can't wait to get the season going. This is just when I need to protect dormant grass."

There is less demand to practice in late fall, but over all Webb estimates that Wedgewood stays open a month longer than it would with out Novatee and that this also translates into more revenue for the pro shop and snack bar.

Dan Gabler, President of Superior Tech Products of Chanhassen, the regional distributor of Novatee, says that Novatee has really proven effective for layouts with soil and shade problems. He cites the success at Rutggers, as an example.

(Continued on Page 32)
MGCSA Family Outing
At Camp Snoopy

The November MGCSA Family Outing at Camp Snoopy was very well received. There were 170 people signed up for the event and none of the shows.

The Mall of America put on a nice lunch and supplied many enjoyable rides. Golf Mountain had its course in fine shape for the superintendent families.

Thanks go out to Past President Joe Moris and Dale Wysocki for their help in organizing this event.

---

Novatee—
(Continued from Page 31)

Because of its durability and real feel, a number of teaching pros, especially in Canada, have found Novatee to be an excellent surface for young and novice golfers to learn on.

“When my seven iron cuts through the Novatee topping,” says Gabler, “it feels like I’ve sliced a divot at Augusta National; smooth and wonderful. Beginners can do no harm to it.”

Novatee and its companion systems, NovaGreen and FIELDTURF, are manufactured and installed by SynTennis, Inc. of Montreal. Installation, however, is uncomplicated (a “how-to” video is available) and many clubs do it themselves. The Novatee carpet is spread out over a layer of stone dust and a base of concrete, asphalt or crushed stone. Next, Novatee's special topping is raked over and into the blades, keeping them erect. That's all... it's tee time.

Gabler says that Novatee helps cut overhead by greatly reducing maintenance hours and eliminating the chemicals and irrigation that natural turf grasses require. “And Novatee can stay out all winter without protection,” he added. “That’s a plus in a place like Minnesota.”

Dan Gabler can be contacted at Superior Tech Products by calling (612) 934-1205 or (800) 825-8827 and by writing to 80 West 78th Street, Chanhassen, MN 55315.

— Jeff Strate
OSMAC can convert ANY irrigation control system.

Using the hand-held portable radio, you can command your irrigation system from anywhere on your course. You can command your system to run any station or group of stations you choose either sequentially or simultaneously, when you choose it.

And, with either the hand-held portable radio or a telephone, you can even command your system from your home, when that's more convenient.
I've been a member of the MGCSA since 1976 and have served one year on the Board of Directors as Public Relations Chairman. I have been at the New Richmond Golf Club for 20 years and find after all this time my interest and enthusiasm in this industry and organization remains high. As editor of Hole Notes, I’m looking forward to an exciting challenge. The quality of the publication says a lot for past editors as well as our executive director. I will try hard to maintain that quality, but in order to accomplish that difficult task there must be input from the members. You are encouraged to write an article or send one in that you may have found. What about some of our student members? Remember, you have an obligation to contribute. This is your organization!

* * * *

Congratulations to the newly elected board members and especially to our new President, Kevin Clunis. This organization is continuing to grow and change, and I have a great deal of confidence in Kevin’s ability to lead the MGCSA during these exciting times. If you haven’t already thanked our past-president, Joe Moris, give him a call or drop him a note. Running an organization such as this has many challenges, especially the human aspect, and Joe did an excellent job. Were more members involved? You bet they were! One of his goals was to involve more out-state members because there are equally a part of this organization. Thanks, Joe.

* * * *

The Education and Conference Committee, chaired by John Granholt, deserves a big pat on the back for an exceptional Annual Conference. This was history in the making with the MTGF and MGCSA hosting the first annual conference and trade show. The MTGF is off to a good start, thanks in part to a couple of people from the MGCSA, Greg Hubbard, the organizations President, and Joe Moris, both saw the importance of combining efforts among related fields in the turf industry. The MGCSA has contributed financially to the MTGF and should continue to support this new organization. As superintendents, we should not fear losing our identity at the annual conference; we must encourage and promote this relationship because we are in this together for the betterment of the turf industry.

* * * *

This year’s January meeting will be at Lutsen, so car pool if you can and enjoy all the winter activities available. The GCSAA conference and show in San Francisco will be here before you know it, and we’ll see you there!

* * * *

If anyone is interested in serving on the editorial committee, please contact me at 715-246-4850.

Next Year’s Conference And Show Scheduled December 6-7-8, 1995

The 68th annual MGCSA Annual Meeting again will be held during the Greater Turf and Grounds Conference and Show December 6-7-8, 1995 at the Minneapolis Convention Center.

The conference and show are sponsored by the MGCSA and the Minnesota Turf and Grounds Foundation.

Since the limit of 150 booths was reached at the 1994 show, thus allowing no space for 15 other companies which wanted to exhibit, the booths will be placed in one of the dome areas to accommodate all who wish to exhibit.

The MGCSA wishes to thank the Conference Committee, the superintendents who served as session chairpersons, the speakers, the vendors and everyone who participated to make up the successful 3-day event.

Par Ex® introduces a family of mid-sized fertilizer grades designed to meet the needs of today’s closely-mowed turf.

WHY MID-SIZE GRADES FOR CLOSELY-MOWED TURF?

BECAUSE fairway-sized particles are too large to apply to closely-mowed turf.

BECAUSE greens-sized products can be difficult to spread.

BECAUSE IBDU is the most reliable, most consistent source of slow-release nitrogen.

For more information contact:

Precision Turf & Chemicals
3145 Sycamore Lane
Plymouth, MN  55441
612/559-5293

Ken Quandt
Territory Manager
West Allis, WI
414/327-3993

Par Ex® and IBDU® are registered trademarks of Vigoro Industries, Inc.
Happy Holidays!

To faithful old friends, to cherished new friends, to those whose friendship we hope to earn, all of us at North Star Turf join in sending Holiday Greetings with every good wish for the new year.

NORTH STAR TURF, INC.
"We Initiate Satisfaction"
3080 Centerville Road
St. Paul, Minnesota 55117
1-612-484-8411
1-800-592-9513